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CRFNews
Crystal Cave
Historic Area
Restoration Project
by Dick Maxey, Project Supervisor

The Crystal Cave Historic Area Restoration Project is
complete, pending final approval of the park. It has been a
long-term project, rouqhly one year, and included the
combined efforts of approximately 50 people (listed below).

I

I
I

For me the asbestos removal phase was the most involved,
havinqto use proper methods ot removal and disposal.
Items containing asbestos included siding and floor tile, of
which Richard Zopf correctly remembered that there were two
layers in the living room area! A special thanks to those
peoplewho helped with this phase of demolition.
The first several salvage operations went well, but then had
to be put on hold while the asbestos-containing materialwas
removed from the site. The back bunk house was the first
building to be smitten to the ground, and was carted off in
large dumpsters which were filled by hand and a front-end
loader. The concrete and stone porch floors were broken
apart with sledge hammering - fortunately, on a fairly cool
day.
Serious thought was given as to what to do with the spelee
hut. My thought, along with others, was to just demolish if.
But, much to my surprise and delight, Joyce Hoffmasterand
Rick Olson said that they wanted to save It Intact, and
transport it to Hamilton Valley. My comments were, ':Greatl
But you two will have to pull it off, and someof us Will help
move if." In the end, it had to be dismantled into four walls,
two roof sections, and the floor. The roof over the dining
area will need to be rebuill, as it was fairly well shot. We
moved it on Royce Cooper's hay wagon with my ever-abused
4 x 4 truck. The move went extremely well due to a lot of
smart people involved including Joyce Hoffmaster, Rick
Olson, Dave Hanson, Daniel Greger, Roger McClure, and
Richard Zopf, with support from Sheila Sands, Cheryl Early,
and myself. We still need to recontruct it on its new site next
to the tenant house at HamiltonValley.
The Austin House demolition/dismanfling continued to take
place, and numerous dumpsters were filled with a lot of
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material which was moved to the lower barn at Hamilton
Valley. Initially, Dave Weller took severalloads to the future
building site of a field house at Roppel Cave on his land. The
removal of the roof and trusses went well, as did the walls again, with some smart cookies figuring out how to do it
safey (I give Dave Hanson most of the credit for this). We
pulled the walls down with my truck using Mark Ferguson's
chains and Joyce Hoffmaster's rope. The bathroom walls
came down with a combination of sledge hammering by
Daniel Gregerand myself, and pulling by my fruck (again).
The large patio floor, the porch in back, and the smaller
porch in front were demolished mostly by Daniel Greger's
jackhammering. I did a little, thinking, erroneously, that It
would helpthe osteo-arthritis in my hand. Sheila Sands also
tried it but rapidly tired of the fun, and gave it back to Daniel.
Daniel encountered a medium-size rattlesnake both days
while jackhammering, which was not happy losing its home
under the slab.
Although it is sad to see these buildings vanish from Flint
Ridge, I am glad that we ·(CFR) were the ones to remove
them. The three sites will rapidly be reclaimed by the land,
and it will be a wonderful, quiet walk to take in a year or so.
This project also signifies closure for me and, I hope, for the
rest of CRF. We need to close this chapter in our history,
and begin anew at Hamilton Valle>:;Thanks to all of you who
could help on this project, and I encourageeveryone In CRF
to contribute to the Hamilton Valley building fund so that we
can continue to be a major, positive impact in the Mammoth
Cave region.
Special thanks to: Mike Yocum, RichardZopf, Cheryl Early,
Sheila Sands,Todd Cramer, Doug Alderman,Paul Cannaley,
Dick Maxey, Joyce Hoffmaster, Daniel Greger, Dave
Hanson, Roger McClure, John Feil, Phil DiBlasi, Jan
Hemberger, Jack Freeman, Jeff Bradybaugh, Rick Olson,
Tom Brucker, Dave West, Don Bittle, Karen Willmes, Les
Carney, Matt Mezydlo, Shari Mezydlo, Kay Bittle, Dave
Weller, Willie Hunt, Fred Douglas, Neil Hammond, Terri
Hammond, Sue Eckland, Dave Eckland, Bob Parish, Judy
Parrish, Rick Toomey, Dick Market, Jim Greer, Harry
Grover, Toby Dogwiler, Bob Salika, Janice Tucker, Doug
Alderman,Jr., John Fry, Mark Ferguson,Patty Dawes, Thom
Engel, Joe Levinson, Bob Ward, Tabitha Olson and
husband, Elizabeth Winkler, Ken Redeker, Peter Yocum,
Monica Cannaley,Cameron Cannaley,Ruda Houdei. I hope
that no one is left out of this listing - if so, please inform me
and I will write another short article to give you credit for
helping.
continued on page 9
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CRF Bulletin Board
Address
Changes:
Please send all address changes to
Richard Zopf, 1112 Xenia Avenue, Yellow Springs, OH
45387. Telephone: 937n67-9222 (before 10:00 p.m. EST)
or e-mail to rzopl@college.antioch.edu
E-Mail: If you have an e-mail address and would like to add
it to your CRF listing, send it to Richard Zopl at the address
listed above.
Wanted:
Hamilton
Valley Project Leaders.
Would
you like to take on a project at our Hamilton Valley site? A
number of projects, large and small, are available. They are
projects that almost anyone can do. Contact Roger McClure
at 513/233-3561 il you are interested.
Wanted:
Newsletter
stories,
photos,
and
graphics.
If you would like to contribute to the newsletter,
contact your area correspondent or the Editor.
Hamilton
Valley Building
Fund:
Contributions to the
Hamiiton Valley Building Fund may be sent to:
Cave
Research Foundation. c/o Roger McClure, 4700 Amberwood
Orive, Dayton, OH 45424.
Pat Kambesis
is looking for quality photographs
CRF Annual Reports and on the CRF web site.

Newsletter

to use in

Deadlines

Material submitted for publication must be received by the
Editor no later than the deadlines listed below. Publication of
late material is not guaranteed.
February Issue
May issue
August issue
November
issue •....

January
1st
April 1st
JUly 1st
October
1st
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Regional Me","s
Lilburn
Wire-Stringing and
Hydrology. Project
Update
by MikeBettencourt
andJohnc. Tinsley

In 1996, we completed the job of replacing the
communications and data line within Lilburn Cave. The final
1500 feet was installed, bringing the total footage of 12connector telephone line to 5000 feet. The new, high
capacity line runs generally next to the old phone tine,along
the principal north-south trunk route from the Meyer
Entrance to River Pit Avenue, with a new spur leading up to
Crevice Way. Ultimately, this line may be extended to the
Old Entrance. The line wiil be used to collect measurements
of wind velocity, drip rates, and various chemical parameters
as required by the hydrology project, in addition to the
traditional use of the line for voice communications and

safety purposes.
The need for this project was occasioned by the frequent
faiiures of the old phone line, which often spontaneously
shorted out and rang the telephone at the cabin continuously
in recent years. Conversations commonly were punctuated
by frequent episodes of static that made hearing difficult.
The old line was strung circa 1969, and apparently had
reached the end of its useful life in the harsh cave
environment.
The project to replace the wire was organized and financed
by Mike Bettencourt and his friends, with some final
assistance from the National Park Service. Although Mike's
employment frequently kept him out of the state during the
past year and a half, he supervised all of the early cave trips
and participated in as many expeditions as his work
schedule permitted. The effort required two and a half years
of work by several teams of joint venturers. Tasks included
stringing the wire, splicing the 1000-foot-long sections, and
removing debris from the cave. This year should see the
entire system completely installed and tested.
The two phases of work remaining include installing the
phone drops and adding the proper connectors to connect
the in-cave portion of the wiring to the Lilburn field Station,
and to connect the River Pit Avenue data logger at R1.
These final connections will occur later this year, following
selection of the best route from the cave to the Field Station.
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The phone line will be buried, perhaps inside PVC tubing for
increased protection.
The Cave Research Foundation is grateful to Mike
Bettencourtfor his support of this project, and to the National
Park Service for supporting the research effort at Lilburn
Cave.

Report from the
Guadalupes
Be a Part of the New CRF
by LoisBergthold
This year openswith a new Area Manager,new faces coming
on CRF expeditions, and exciting new projects at Carlsbad.
It's gratifying to have such a successful collaboration wifh
NPS managers. Survey standards are higher than ever
before, and the quality of work coming in from cavers is
consistently great. If you haven't been on a CRF expedition
recently, you should get involved. Reading trip reports
doesn't do justice to actually attending an expedition.
CFR's new emphasis on restoration is one of the most
positive developments this year. Barbe Barker has initiated
a procedure in which alt new attendees spend their first three
trips into the cave performing restoration. This trains cavers
to be aware of their own impact, and gives them restoration
skills they can use on other projects. Of course, the cave
benefits directlyfrom the cleanup work as well.
A multi-year project in the New Mexico Room nears
completion,but there is much more to be done in other areas.
Kevin Justus has a big job ahead of him in the Lake of the
Clouds area, and I have just submitted a proposal to do some
restorationin the Rookery of the Lower Cave, a fabulous area
of Carlsbad which has been heavily damagedover the years.
Barbe Barker is coordinating restoration in the Longfellow's
Bathtub area in the Big Room, where part of the trail is
actually being re-routed and a portion of it removed.
Restoration is not only good for the cave, it's a great way to
visit places you might not see on a surveyteam.
Congratulationsto all those who were granted "Fellow" status
in CRF. How nice to see recognition placed where it is
deserved, and that CRF acknowledgesthe excellent work we
do out here in the Eden of Caving.
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Expedition Reports
Mammoth Cave
New Year's Expedition
December 27-30, 1996
Leaders: Paul and Monica Cannaley

Unusually warm Decemberweather set the stage for a very
productive weekend.
Fighting their way through an
aggressive bug populationreminiscent of mid-summer,some
surface parties worked hard on the Crystal Cave Historic
Area Restoration Program while underground crews
continued to push surveys in Historic Mammoth, Salts, and
Unknown caves and the Lesser Caves Inventory Project.
New breakdown was noted in Salts Cave, mirabolite beards
wec.eobserved hanging from the ceiling and walls in Salts,
and a crew working in the Salts-Unknown Link reporteda lot
of water coming into the cave. At the close of the expedition,
1186.5 feet of resurvey had been accomplished and 462.8
feet of new cave mapped.
Salts

Cave

Three cartography parties worked in Salts Cave. Party One
worked in the upper trunk between Tom Wilson's Accident
(TWA) and the Incredible Salts Dig. Their work began as
sketch enhancement but, owing to too much distortion
especially in the case of the walls, quickly switched into a
resketch mission. They were able to get most of the main
line done in the time available. A 20 foot high breakdown
room was discoveredoff of an undercut under the right wall
at JB2. They noted an "odd 3-sided structure, about 3 feet
high, capped with a flat rock" at JB3 and, in the Vestibule, a
"small but vel}' recent piece of breakdown." They also noted
a woodrat latrine between JB7 and JB8 which was
"surprisingly deep in the cave to see woodrat activity." Two
bats were noted in the Vestibule and one near TWA while a
cave salamander was observed below the entrancedrop.
Party Two continued resurveying work in side passages in
Salts Trunk near TWA. They commented that, "evel}' trip into
Salts is special." They.saw "mirabo/ite or epsomite hanging
in beards from the walls and ceilings, especially where the
gypsum has been battered by the Indians." Theirtrip report
observed that, '1his is the strongest support I have yet seen
for Tom Poulson's mirabolite 'rarming" idea on the function of
battering." Two musselshells were discovered near L7 and,

in a breakdown alcove across the passage from L4, a
"possible aboriginal marking in charcoal." The marking was
described as, "a circular area, about 3 inches in diameter,
stippled in short strokes and dots. "
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Party Three continued to work on the final resketch of the
Incredible Salts Dig route and link to the Monuments
passage. Their work completed sketch work along the main
levels of Salts trunk. The JC Survey also received their
attention. This is an area which, "links
somewhat
complicatedly with the passage from the Monuments."
The
JC passageends in a low pinch at JC9, but at JC6 a route
leads up through four sub-levelsto a wide crawl originatingat
the Monumentsjunction. They next visited Dismal Valley to'
begin a resurvey of the lower level right-hand loop. They
completed 200 feet when, "time limits and sketcher burnout
set in."
Unknown

Cave

Three catography teams were fielded to Unknown Cave on
Flint Ridge. Team One worked in the Salts-Unknown Link in
an attempt to extend their resurvey through the Link and
connect with Lehrberger Avenue. Entering through the
Austin Entrance, they made their way through Pohl Avenue
and the Lower Crouchway in order to push into the Link
passage. They were successful in reaching the ceiling
channel crossover to Lehrberger Avenue, chimneyed up,
and continued surveying out to the second floor dropout.
They noted that a lot of water was coming into the cave, and
that falling water was observed in places where it is not
usually present. Upon exiting the cave they noted that the
lock on the new Austin Entrance gate is beginning to show
signs of stiffening and is becoming difficult to manipulate.
Team Two worked in Ralph Stone Hall on the Brucker
Breakdown Map. They proceeded to Ralph Stone Hall
without incident, picking up the survey where a Thanksgiving
Expeditioncrew had left off. They also corrected a compass
error from earlier work in V Survey and resketched the Z
Survey. Work remaining in RalphStone Hall includes a tie-in
to PohlAvenue which may requirevertical skills.
Team Three also worked in Ralph Stone Hall where they
checked possible leads along the right-hand wall and filled in
missingdata for the I Survey. Theycompleted an upper level
cut-around passage which entered Pohl Avenue, but their
exploration of the 0 Survey only went for eight feet before it
terminatedat a mud fill.
Mammoth Cave
The survey party sent to work on the Marion Avenue Map
was unsuccessful in gaining entry through the Carmichael
Entrance because the key did not fit. After going in via the
ElevatorEntrance, they made theirway to EI Ghar to work on
sketch enhancement. They also resurveyed Kennedy
Domes where they noted, '1he dome floor is covered with
unstable cobbles but otherwise it is
impressive dome which is 80 feet high. "

a

beautiful

and
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Lesser

Cave

Inventory

DennisonCave was the objective of a Lesser Cave Inventory
party who went in to survey two leads at the back of the
cave. They hiked in from the park boundary road and
completed their survey and sketch enhancements without
incident. They noted that the leads, ''go into breakdownchoked shafts
which have tons of air but no real
possibilities."
Several large brown bats and pipistrils were

observed.
Crystal

Cave

Historic

~

Crystal Cave Historic Area:

Mike Yocum, Dick Market, John Feil,

Dick Maxey, Cheryl Early. Sheila Sands, Rick Toomey, Jim Greer,
Rick Olson (NPS); Lesser Caves Inventory- Little Jordan Shelter,

Cave, Phil Cave, Lycopodium Cave: Mike Yocum, John Fry (NPS),

Area Restoralion

RickToomey,CherylEany,DickMaxey

~

SallsCave: 1) MickSutton,SueHagan,2) RickOlson(NPS),Tom
Young, Susan Ecklund, 3) MickSutton, Sue Hagan;

Unknown

Cave:

1)

Paul Hauck, Dick Young, Laura Storm, 2) Jim Greer, Barbie VoegUe,
John Feil, Dave Ecklund, 3) Joyce Hoffmaster, Laura Storm, Mark
Ferguson; Mammoth Cave ~EI Ghar: Bob Osburn, Don Bittle,Mark
Ferguson;Lesser Cave Inventory· Dennison Cave: BobOsburn,
Don Bitlle. Mark Ferguson; Crystal Cave Historic Area Restoration:
Mike Yocum, Joyce Hoffmaster, Rick Olson, Royce Cooper

Martin Luther King Day
Expedition
January 17-20, 1997
Leader: Mike Yocum

Cave

Historic

President's Day Expedition
February 14-17, 1997
Leaders: Dick Maxey and Cheryl Early

A successful President's Day Expedition fieided twentyeight cavers who spent 413.25 hours underground. They
inventoried small caves, discovered new caves, negotiated
multiple watertall pit drops, and traversed tricky iedges. One
party encountered a group of sport cavers drinking beer
around a back-country cave entrance, so they aborted their
trip and reported the incident to the ranger on duty. A
compass was dropped down a fissure and successfully
recovered by a party while another crew spent 30 minutes
negotiating a very tight spot. By the close of the expedition,
896 feet of new survey and 901 feet of resurvey had been
recorded.

Unknown

January Expedition attendees battled cold weather and
failing equipment while accomplishing their objectives. Their
efforts focused on the continuation of work on Flint Ridge's
Crystal Cave Historic Area Restoration and the north shore's
Lesser Caves Inventory.
Area Restoration

An energetic group assembled at the site of the old back
bunkhouse and outhouse on Flint Ridge. They spent the day
loading demolition debris into a 30 yard dumpster. They also
sorted through building remains and salvaged bricks,
concrete, wood, windows, and metal for use in other
projects. Digital photographs were taken of the cleared site
and will be included in the interim project report to Mammoth
Cave National Park.
Lesser Caves Inventory
The Lesser Caves crew had a long list of objectives which
included brass capping and photographing a series of pits,
rock shelters, and small caves on the north shore of the
Green River. A camera used to photograph cave entrances
was not advancing film properly but the problem was solved
when a party member put the camera inside their caving
coveralls and used body heatto keep it warm. They were
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Many thanks to Sheila Sands for cooking breakfast, and to
everyone for all of the camp managementhelp.

Little Jordan Pit, Natural Bridge Cave, Left Eye Cave, Sturgeon

A iarge crew, working on the oid bunkhouse, salvaged
windows and interior siding before a backhoe was used to
demolish the remainder of the building. The rest of the day
was spent loading debris into a dumpster and determining
objectives for the next work session.

Crystal

unable to inventory one cave because they did not have a
gate key, but they did discover new caves which need to be
inventoried by future parties.

Cave

Three parties resurveyed in Unknown Cave, and one brought
back new survey footage in a well worked-over area. Party
One gained access to the Austin Entrance only by melting
away the accumulated ice around the door frame and lock
with the flame of a carbide lamp. They proceeded to Ralph
Stone Hall where they negotiated a seriesof short drops with
waterfalls as they resurveyed the link between Ralph Stone
Hall and PohlAvenue. Unable to check all of the leads in the
area, they left a promising pit with windows in the wall for
future parties.
Party Two finished the V Survey resketch in Ralph Stone
Hall. A leadwas discovered in the left-handwall between V8
and V9. One party member climbed up the muddy slope to
check it out and reported a ''going but difficult passage" upa
steep slick mud slope. They reported that their exit from the
cave through the new Austin Entrance gate was an
interesting experience as the door was frozen shut.
Party Three worked on route-finding and sorting out leads in
Ralph's RiverTrail in preparation for newwork on the Brucker
Breakdown map. They reported that this part of the cave is
going to require extensive sketching and good vertical
control in order to adequately relate extremely complex
passages to one another.
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D09sey Domes
Two teams worked on a vertical profile and inventory of
Dossey Domes. They completed a vertical profile from the
upper entrance, through the main traverse of the cave, and
exited at the iower entrance. The traverse provedinteresting
and requiredmultipledrops and down-climbs, anda low water
crawl. They noted the presence of large amountsof debris
left from the commercialization of the cave and observed
that the cave exhibited relatively little biological activity,
possibly because it sucks in cold air in the winter. Some
difficulty was experienced when they attempted to exit via
the lower entrance; the gate was blocked by dirt, debris and
leaves and could only be partially opened to allow egress
trom the cave.
Mammoth

Cave

Cave

Prior to the party entering Wilson Cave, the leaderchecked
the C Survey to determine if previously observed bats were
still there. ':4 quick and quiet reconnaissance found a tightly
packed but small cluster of bats." Bats have not been seen
in clusters at this location during previous winters. To avoid
the bats, the party entered the cave via the B Survey and
proceeded to their survey objective at 0035.
They
discovered a blowing dry walking lead heading downstream
which dropped down to "a 2.5 x 2.5 dry, sand floor crawl,"
which gave no indication of pinching out. Sketcher burnout
and reachingtheir turnaroundtime caused the team to return
to the entrance.
Lesser

Caves

Wilson Hollow Cave was the objective of Party Four. They
surveyedthe cave but were unableto complete the loop from
E2 to NS. As they were finishing up at the cave entrance
they encountered a group of young men looking for caves,
so they aborted plans for the remainder of their work and
returnedto Maple Springs to reporttheir observations.
Party Five conducted photo-documentation in Running
Branch Cave. Photography subjects included cave life,
signatures, and passage shots.
Crystal

A Gaults Way/Forts Way cartography team worked on loop
closure in Mammoth Cave. They proceeded through the
cave without incident, using a belay line in crossingthe drop
at G20. They noted a 25 foot pit which needs to be dropped
and an "uninviting crawl at G31 that a truiy dedicated
masochist could squeeze into." They returnedwith 48.5 feet
of new cave survey while closing the loop with the survey
from Gaults Way.
Wjlson

Party Three finished up the GPS, bioinventory and brass
capping in Big Hollow Cave, Hickory Cabin Cave, and Black
Rock Cave. While returning to their vehicle they stumbled
(literally) into a new cave which they surveyed, capped,
inventoried,photographed, and GPS'ed.

Inventory

Party One conducted bioinventory of Sturgeon Cave, Laurel
Cave, Florentine Cave, and Left Eye Cave. They endured
mud and water while traversing passages in waist-deep water
and, in one case, less than 8 inches of air space. Most of
the caves were biologically rich and diverse, and they
reported observing evidence of bats, crickets, spiders, and
numerous other forms of cave life. Florentine Cave was
described as a "short, slimy, annoying, bedding plane mud
hole."

Party Two completed the bioinventory, GPS, and brass
capping of First Creek Lake Cave, Cemetery Cave, and
Junction Drop Cave. First Creek Lake Cave was described
as a very pretty place with pools of water which contained
surface minnows and water striders.
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Cave Historic

Area Restoration

A large crew continued to work on Flint Ridge, dismantling
and removingthe remains of the Austin House and salvaging
recyclable materials. Concrete floors were broken up, a
small roof dismantled, and salvageable lumber cleaned of
nails. Interiorwall board was removedand insulation bagged
for removal.
Crews
Unknown Cave: 1) Jim Greer, Roger McClure, Elizabeth Winkler, 2)
Joyce Hoff~aster, Daniel Greger, Les Carney, 3) Jim Greer, Paul
Steward, Willie Hunt; Dossey Domes: 1) Pat Kambesis. Matt Mezydlo,
John Swartz, 2) Rick Toomey, John Swartz, Mona Colburn, Joe
Levinson;Mammoth cave- Gaults Way: Dave West, Paul Steward,
Willie Hunt; Wilson Cave: Karen Willmss, Miles Drake, Janice
Tucker; Lesser Caves Inventory: 1) Sturgeon Cave, Laurel Cave,
Florentine Cave, Left Eye Cave: Rick Toomey, Mike Yocum, Mona
Colburn, Scott House; 2) First Creek Lake Cave, Cemetery Cave,

Junctio~Drop Cave: BobOsburn,JohnFry (NPS);3) Big Hollow
Cave, Hickory Cabin Cave, Black Rock Cave: Scott House, Bob
Osburn, ~?hnFry, Scott Hedrickson; 4) Wilson Hollow Cave: Dave
West, Willie Hunt, Paul Steward; 5) Running Branch Cave: Sheila
Sands, Joe Levinson, Mike Lawrence; Crystal Cave Historic Area
Restoration: Mike Yocum, Roger McClure, Matt Mezydlo, Janice
Tucker, Dave \'I{est, Daniel Greger, Dick Maxey, Cheryl Early, Joyce
Hoffmaster,Sheila Sands, ElizabethWinkler

51. Patrick's Day Expedition &
Don't Mess With Mammoth
March 14-17, 1997
Leader: Joyce Hoffmaster

In light of the recent flooding, the weather for the expedition
was a welcome change. Daytime highs were about 50
degrees and down to 30 degrees or so at night, but no rain
until Monday morning. On Saturday, we had another
Immenselysuccessful cleanup in the Pike Spring Basin, this
time at the old Job Corps site in the Park. About 50 people
from the Park, CRF, local residents, ACCA, and the
Evansville, Windy City, Cincinnati, and Nashville grottos of
the NSS joined forces to remove a remarkable variety of
refuse. We had cars, tractor parts, cable, shoes, truck tires,
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corrugated roofing, bottles and cans, and the day's best
find, a lovely Indian goddess cement statue. There were
several dump truck loads of scrap metal plus a big pile, and
we partially filled a 30 yard dumpster with trash. There is a
patch of kudzu in this area that was attacked manually with
little success. Janice Tucker provided another bountiful and
delicious buffet lunch for ali on Bill Hack's trailer. We worked
hard, but had more fun than a bunch of adults shouid have
with trash. We plan to repeat this social event next year at a
yet-to-be announced location, don't miss iti

thanks to all who attended my expedition for all their
spontaneous help in the kitchen, with cleaning up, and your
understanding with my paucity of leads. You don't realize
what your help and good humor means until you've run an
expedition.
Crews

Crystal Cave: Thorn Engel, Les Carney, Matt Mezydlo, Mark
Ferguson; Copperhead and Old Ferry Road Caves: Steve McLuckie,
Cheryl Early, Joe. Levins0r'. Doug Alderman; Crystal Cave Historic
Area Restoration: Mike Yocum, John Fry, Phil DiBlasi, Jan
Hemberger, Daniel Greger,

Dave Hanson, Janice Tucker

Hoffmaster; Wilson Hollow Cave: Rick Toomey, John Fry

Crystal

Cave

The objective of the party was to survey an unfinished lead
just off Dyer Avenue. They netted 157 feet of new survey
before being stopped by a crack that only 2 party members
fit through. Beyond the crack they discovered a complex of
damp domes and windows leading back up and over where
they just came from and what appeared to be at least one
small lead.
Copperhead

and Old Ferry Road Caves

Copperhead Cave was located, surveyed for a total of 31.4
feet, photographed, inventoried and flagged. FracturedShell
Well, which was found last expedition near where Old Ferry
RoadCave was supposed to be, was relocated, the entrance
photographed, and determined to actually be at ieast 100
feet vertically from where Old Ferry Road Cave is markedon
the topo map. Did Ferry Road Cave was not found, and the
party felt that the road was not shown correctly on the topo,
but should have been in the fork of the hollow further east.
Crystal

Cave

Historic

Area

Restoration

The trash was removed from the Spelee Hut, and muchof the
remaining insulation from the Austin House. The wellhouse
had the pressure tank, roof, and insulation removed. A pile
of drywall that had "degenerated into a gooey mass because
it was left outside," was removed.
Wilson Hollow

Cave

The party finished capping Wilson Hollow Cave, and went to
identify a cluster of bats found in Wilson Cave. The bats
were determined to be Myotis sodalis, the Indiana bat which
had been reported in Wilson decades ago. Since they are
located along the primary route through the historic section
of Wilson, some decisions and changes in our operations in
Wiisonwill be made.
Thanks
As usual, lowe many thanks to my marvelous and gracious
camp manager, Janice Tucker. She is an excellent cook, so
good that the length of one trip was determined by when
supper was, and manages the kitchen with enviable
organization and ease. I also owe a big thanks to John Fry,
who worked hard and long with us, and even took most of
Mondayto go with Rick since he couldn't come earlier. And,
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Joyce
I

Independence Day Expedition
July 2-9, 1997
Leaders: Dave West and Karen Willmes

This year's week-long expedition was a real success. We
were able to get everyone into a cave, we got lots done, and
everyone had fun. Thirty-five people participated for all or
part of the expedition, and twenty-five parties were fielded
during the six caving days. A total of 7,621.5 feet of survey
was accomplished. Of this, 1,251.6 feet was new survey
and 6,369.9 feet was resurvey. We were fortunate to host a
group from China for a few days before they left to continue
their whirlwind tour of America. An educationat trip was
provided for the group in Mammoth Cave which focused on
the archaeological history of the Cave.
Crystal

Cave Historic

Area Restoration

Two parties removed two full dumpsters of trash, placed
remaining debris from the Austin House in a dumpster,
removed a water tank and placed it for later removal, and had
a site inspectionwith NPS officials.
Lesser

Caves

Inventory

One party went to Blue Spring Valley where they surveyed
and inventoried Blue Spring Valley Cave and Piracy Cave.
One party went to Bat Cave to continue the inventory of the
B-Survey passage. Two parties went to Ganter Cave. One
party did a little mop-up survey and photo-documentation,
white the other examined the crayfish population in
preparation for a planned research project. This second
.party examined Owl Cave and Smith Valley Cave in Cedar
Sink for crayfish as well. One party went to Wilson Cave to
install a new ladder at the B-17 pit, inventory the Good-forCrayfish Stream, inventory the large chamber at D51, and
close a loop between levels. This group also removed the
ladder from the entrance of Wilson Cave and locked it to a
nearby tree.
Mammoth Cave Cartography

Project

Three parties were fielded to Bedquilt Cave, three to Salts
Cave, threeto Unknown Cave, and sevento Mammoth Cave.
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In Bedquilt Cave, the entrance passage was resketched
from the entrance to the 1871 passage. A resurvey of the
1871 passage and the maze in this area was also begun. In
Salts Cave, lower levels near Mummy Valley and Tom
Wilson's Accident were resurveyed. In Unknown Cave,
areas near Pohl Avenue and Ralph's River Trail were
resurveyed. In Mammoth Cave, parties were fielded to the
Corkscrew, Carlos Way, Fritch Avenue, Cocklebur, Bishop's
Dome, and Gault's Way.
Thanks
The wealth of cartographers present, and the general
helpfulness of everyone, made this expedition a real joy.
Special thanks to our camp manager Candy Leek, and her
stand-ins, Scott House, Mick Sutton, and Sue Hagan.
Richard Young, RickToomey, Tom Brucker, andGreg Sholly
helped in the kitchen whenever they were around. Elizabeth
"I like knives" Winkler and Mike Nardacci chopped
vegetables. Bob Salika not only drove one of the expedition
leaders to the grocery store, but also bought her an ice
cream cone. Rick Toomey, Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Tom
Brucker, and Greg Shollyhelped clean up and closecamp.

Summer Expedition
August 1-4, 1997
Leaders: Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan

This was a small expeditionwith relatively modestaims and
modest results.

Nevertheless, significant advances were

made on several fronts. The emphasis was on Mammoth
Cave cartography (four trips), with 2 parties working on
lesser cave inventory. Total attendance was 18 caving
participants
along with several non-caving folks.
Cartographic field work consisted entirely of resurvey (1164
feet total) and resketch.
Mammoth

Cave Cartography

Project

Party One resurveyed 500 feet of "awful slime" in Carlos
Way, and went toward closing ioops from Carlos to
Bottomless Pit and Gorin's Dome (i.e., Washington Pit). The
party had to leave early, and several hundred feet of wet
crawl remain to be done. When completed, this will altow the
commencement

of a new

map

sheet,

Carlos Way,

Party Four traveled to Mystic River. With the Green River at
1-2 feet, this was the first opportunity in a year or so to work
on downstreamMystic. The downstream distributary, which
takes the fult flow of Mystic River in iow-f1owconditions, was
resurveyed about 350 feet and consisted of damp but not
desperately wet going to a definite sump. This pretty welt
finishes up resurvey work in downstream Mystic with the
exceptionof the other two downstream sumps.
Lesser Caves

Inventory

Party One conducted an inventory trip to Historic Wilson
Cave. Partway through the Wilson crawl, they discovered a
possibly significant bat hibernation site at the entrance pit,
indicated by extensive walt and ceiling stains, bat bones,
and guano. This will need to be checked in fait or winter. In
addition, historic debris and signatures were recorded, as
well as smaltamounts of possibly aboriginal charcoal.
Designed as a survey and inventory trip to a canyon lead
near the entrance, Party Two's trip to Bat Cave degenerated
into an inventory trip to the nether reaches (120 stafions) of
the dreadfui B-survey when entrance to the canyon failed.
Virgin survey remains below for either a smalt crew or a crew
equipped with a cable ladder and belay line for entry via
anothernearby pit. Wetsuits are recommended. The general
inventorywas completed to within 5 or 6 stations of the end
of the survey line. Future trips here should be able to
combine survey and inventory. The inventory continued to
document 1) the fault-controlled nature of the passage, and
2) the likely presence of cricket breeding areas, judging from
the presence of early instar crickets and predatory
Neaphaenopsbeetles.
Thanks
To everyone,but especially: Candice Leek, for helping out in
the kitchen; Joyce Hoffmaster, for camp managing and
cooking on Sunday; Kay Sides, for help with the cooking;
Rick Toomey, for a productive trip; to the Mickelsons, for
generouslyletting us borrow their bedroom at Maple Springs
while they were away.

~

Mammoth Cave Cart~graphy Project: 1) Bob Osburn, Mike Yocum,
Laura Starn:', 2) Candice Leek, George Deike, Steve Tuck, 3) KeVin
Downs, S~ellaSands, Lisa Millay, Mark Ferguson. 4) Joyce Hoffmaster,
Bruce W~lte,Doug Alderman; Lesser Caves Inventory: 1) Wilson
Cave: Rick Toomey, George Crother, Stan Sides; 2) Bat Cave: Rick
Toomey, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton, Laura Storm

immediately east of fhe Historic sheet. The cartographerwilt
be Mike Yocum, who used this trip for preliminaryorientation
and familiarization with the area.
Party Two fixed a minorloop misclosure in IngalsWay which
contributed to the relatively new Brucker Breakdownsheet,
and provided party members with the opportunityto practice
sketching in small, straightforward passage.
Party Three fielded a resketch trip to draw cutaround loops
with good existing survey lines immediately east of the
Logan Avenue junction in East Bransford.
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Literature and Letters
RedWatson's novel LES CHUTES DU NIAGARA did not
win the award at the.Etonnants Voyagers Literary Festival,
but the special felicitations of the jurY were given 'to its
translator, Jacques Chabert, for the translation. Jacques-is
a pre-eminent French speleologist

BEYOND MAMMOTH CAVE, by Jim Bardon and Roger
Brucker, has been contracted by Southern Illinois Press,
which also publishes Brucker and Watson's THE LONGEST
CAVE.

Sue:
I enjoyed reading your reviews of Mammoth Cave-related
fiction in the May 1997 CRF Newsletter. As I read through
the first part, I thought, "I should tell her about H. P.
Lovecraft's "Beast in the Cave." Then I reached the last
ttern-beholdl-you had already reviewed it!
I've read Lovecraft for many years, and have been much
impressed with his extensive and versatile use of
subterranean settings. I agree with most of your comments
on the above story. However, I challenge "one senses that
not only has he been to Mammoth Cave ...tne author must
have at least once in his life been hopelessly lost in a cave
with only the feeble light of a fast-dwindling torch."
As you said, that tale was written when HPL (b. 1890) was in
his teens. He had then done little travel. I have seen no
evidence that he ever saw a significant cave until 1928,
when he visited Endless Caverns, VA. Concerning that visit,
he wrote a very interesting travelogue essay, "A Descentto
Avernus," which can be found in ''To Quebec and the Stars'
(L. Sprague de Camp, ed., 1976--also reprinted, with my
lntroductlon, in Rocky Mtn. Caving, 6:3, Summer 1989, p.
31).
This essay begins: "For one whose knowledge of the
subterranean world has hitherto been confined wholly to
dreams and fiction, there are probably few experiences as
thoroughly moving and satisfying as an exploration of the
endless cavems in Virginia." The above seems a clear
statement that he had never been to a significant cave until
then. This was more than 20 years after he wrote ''TheBeast
in the Cave." His vivid description of Mammoth Cave in that
story presumably derived from rsadinq some of the many
published descriptions available in the early 1900's.
His letters also refer to a visit to the commercial waterfall
cave in Tennessee (whose name I forget at the moment) a
few years later. As far as I know, those two caves are the
only ones he ever saw in person.
These visits,
nevertheless, did influence his writing. In his earlier stories
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(With the partial exception of "Beast in the Cave'), the
underground cavities are relatively unrealistic, lacking
credible scientific context-and explanation. In those written
afterward (notably "At the Mountains of Madness"), the
caves are more believable--they

are in limestone,

were

formed by water flow, are decorated with stalactites and
stalagmites, and are repositories of fossils and troglobitic life
forms. (It's interesting, however, that after "Beast in the
Cave,"

he never again mentions a specific, real, named

limestone cave in any story, though "The Shadow Out of
Time' does refer to the limestone cavernsof Virginia.)
It is good testimony to Lovecraft's intellect and skill that he
was able to make such good use of subterranean themes
with so little actual experience of the underground.
(The title of the collection you cite, by the way, should be
"Dagon and Other Macabre Tales," not"Dragon.")
- Donald Davis

continued from page 1

The newsletter of Mammoth Cave National Park, in its
August/September 1997 issue, had this to say about the
above effort:
CRF Partnership Helps Rehab Crystal
Historic
District

Cave

Through a 1996 Challenge Cost Share grant, the park
contracted with the Cave Research Foundation (CRF) to
rehabilitate the Crystal Cave Historic District, A National
Register of Historic Places site. (The Crystal Cave Historic
District includes the entrance to Crystal Cave, the ticket
office, and the Collins house.) Volunteers from CRF have
removed three buildings (commonly known as the Austin
house, Spelee Hut, and Back Bunk House) from the area
adjacent to the entrance to Crystal Cave. The year-long
project could have taken less time if the crews hadn't been
so dedicated to recycling; from the Austin house, doors,
windows, hardware, plumbing and about 70 percent of the
lumber; from the Back Bunk House, which a tree had fallen
through, windows and paneling; and the Spelee Hut was
completely dismantled and moved to CRF's property in
Hamilton Valley on the east boundary of the park.
Foundation rubble was used for erosion control in Hamilton
Valley and on neighboring farms. Holes left from the old
structures were filled in. The buildings held special
significancefor the CRF volunteers - the compound was the
first "headquarters" of the organization.
The park
contributed $29,136.00 through the Challenge Cost Share
grant and CRF's match of time and expertise totaled
$45,375.00.
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NeW's and Notes
Obituaries
BENINGTON, FREDERICK of Homewood died Monday, April
21, 1997.
Born in Chelsea, Massachusetts,
he was a
resident of Birmingham.
Professor Benington had a distinguished career in academia
and industry. His undergraduate studies in chemistry and
mathematics were at Tufts University, and his graduate work
took place at Harvard, where he studied with Robert Burns
Woodward. A boyhood friend, Woodward went on to win the
Nobel Prize in chemistry for his synthesis of quinine, while
Benington pursued diverse interests--as a chemist with the
Innis Speiden and Niacet corporations,
a physicist with
Corning Glass Works, and a mathematics teacher at Niagara
University. An expert in the combustion of fuels, he was for
16 years associated with Battelle Memorial Institute in
Columbus, Ohio.
In the 1960's, he moved to UAB to concentrate on research
in the chemistry of hallucinogenic amphetamines. In addition
to his lectures to UAB medical faculty psychiatric residents,
Professor Benington taught graduate courses in chemical
kinetics, thermodynamics,
and the chemistry of natural
products. ,
A fellow·i" the Explorers Club, Professor Benington followed
manytactlvlttes
with dedication
and verve, including
mountain climbing, cave exploration, and photography. He
and a fellow member of the Chicago Mountaineering Club are
credited with making the first ascent of the east face of
Longs Peak in the Rockies. He served as executive vice
president of the National Speleological Society, and was a
founding director of the Cave Research Foundation. Working
primarily in Crystal and Mammoth Caves in Kentucky, he did
some of the first carbon dating of cave artifacts and

discovered a new mineral.
The Birmingham News and the Birmingham Post-Herald
24 Apri/1997

DR. JOHN WATT GROVER died this summer at his home of
Fort Thomas, Kentucky at the age of 74. He was a family
doctor who ran his practice until his retirement in 1990. CRF
cavers may remember him in his role as safety officer at Flint
Ridge, where he assembled an incredibly complete first aid
kit for individual cave party use. He is survived by his wife
Joan and four children of which both John W. Grover III and
Bethany Welis have been CRF JV's.
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Mammoth Cave Fee
Demonstration Program
Mammoth Cave made it into the Fee Demonstration Program
that Congress initiated, but what does that mean? What is
the program going to do for the park? Here's what!
With Fee Demonstration
the following:

money, the park will aftempt to do

• Hire guides and support staff (maintenance, rangers, and
fee collectors) for one Grand Avenue and two Travertine
cave tours from mid-June through September 30, and an
additional Grand Avenue and two more Travertines from midJune through mid-August.
With additional tours, the park

can serve more visitors and increase cave revenues.
• Expand and upgrade the fee collection area by moving it
out of the visitor
center into the west end of the
administration building.
This will further the park space
utilization plan. As the warehouse develops and space
becomes available in the administrative building, ticket sales
will move across the breezeway. Then, in the visitor center,
the information desk will be made more usable, Eastern
National will build a lockable book sales area, the Caveland
Marketing Association display will be moved inside, and Miss
Green River II ticket sales will be moved to a more prominent
location.
• Expand the park day use and residential educational
facilities. At Maple Springs, the barn will be converted to
classroom space with bathrooms. An addition to the existing
dormitory will double its capacity and add mens/womens
showers and lavatories. The cooking area will be expanded
to meet the needs of larger overnight groups. To improve
facilities for educational day-trips, one of the shelters in the
Headquarters picnic area will be equipped with retractable
walls and a heater as a shelter for school children on cold
and rainy days.
• Complete the rehabilitation of the front yard of the visitor
center. Pilot fee money will help pay for the concrete plaza
and new roofs for the bus shelter and ramada.
• Improve access to the Old Guide Cemetery with an
extension from the Hertage Trail, including viewing platform,
and provide Wayside exhibits on the Heritage Trail. The
extension of the boardwalk will not meet all ADA standards,
but will make the cemetery wheelchair
accessible with

assistance.
• Complete the rehab of visitor access to the cave elevator,
which would include a sheltered gathering
area and
Interpretive exhibits.
Source:

The Flashlight, June/June 1997
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Ganter Cave Closes
Mammoth Cave National Park has implemented two visitor
use changes in the park. Ganter Cave, previously used for
recreationalcaving by permit, has been closed to visitor use.
GanterCave averaged about one trip per month, and rangers
observed that most of the permittees couid have been just
as well served by the Wild Cave Tour. And, Dennison Ferry
will be for day use only. Campingwill no longer be allowedat
Dennison Ferry, located on the Green River near the east
edge of the park. Dennison Ferry campground will be used
only for river access and day use, between 6:00 a.m. and
8:00 p.m.
Source:

The Flashlight, June/July 1997

Don't Mess With Mammoth
On March 14, 44 volunteers did mess with Mammoth Cave
National Park - in a very constructive way. The group
cleaned up a major dump site at the old Job Corps site on
Flint Ridge. Two dump truck loads of scrap metal andsewer
pipe were hauled off to be recycled. The volunteers also
filled a 20 cubic yard dumpster with non-recyclable rubbish.
RickOlson, Park Ecologist, organized the event.

Reunion, Anniversary, and
Annual Meeting
1997 marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of the FlintMammoth connection, and the fortieth birthday of the Cave
Research Foundation. To celebrate, this year's annual
meeting will coincide with the Eastern Operations
Thanksgiving Expedition and a special reunion of JV's who
were active before the connection',
Jack Freeman, working with CRF President (and
ThanksgivingExpedition leader) Phil DiBlasi,is implementing
the reunion. Initial mailings to about 100 pre-1972 JV's for
whom addresses could be found has yielded about a fifty
percent response, including all of the members of the
connection trip.
Jack has planneda three-day event, starting Friday evening,
November 28, when everyone will have a chance to
reacquaintthemselves with past events and old friends. On
Saturday,the reunion members will be introducedto Hamilton
Valley for a glimpse of CRF's future, and the reunion will
mesh with the annual meeting to witness CRF today.
Saturday will end with the traditional banquet and speaker.
Sunday's events are less formal, and may include visits to
Kentucky Down Under, the American Cave Museum, and
brunch at The Bookstore in HorseCave.

Source: The Flashlight, April/May 1997

Patty Jo Watson Honored
PattyJoe Watson was inducted as a Fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences on September 28,1997. One
of the reasons cited for her election was work in cave
archaeology.

Guadalupe Mountains
Symposium
In commemoration of the 25th anniversary of the
establishment of Guadalupe Mountains National Park, the
National Park Service will hold a symposium, April 22-26,
1998, in Carlsbad, NM which will focus on contributions to
Research and Resource management within the park and
contiguous areas.

Calendar
CALIFORNIA
November 8-11, Lilburn, Cartography,
909/869-7623 or nelsonpd@sce.com

Paul Nelson,

November
27-30, Lava Beds, Inventory, Survey &
Planning, William or Rochelle Devereaux, 503/363-3831
(home), and Janet Sowers, 510/236-3009 or
sowers @Iettis.com
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January 10, 1998, CRF SIKI Planning Meeting,
Fresno, MichaelSpiess, 209/434-3321or mikes@hdcsLcom
If you wish to attend a CRF expedition at L8;va Beds, Redwood
Canyon or Mineral King, please contact the tnp leader 2 weeks in
advan~. If you are interested in cave survey at Lava Beds and can
assemble your own team, contact Janet Sowers at 510/236-3009 or
Mike Sims at 5031655-6609.
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MAMMOTH

MISSOURI
Missouri trips are scheduled periodically as needs dictate
and weather allows. Most trips are 'in the LowerOzarks area
around the Ozark National Scenic Waterways and Eleven
Point District of the Mark Twain National Forest. Other trips
are taken in areas of Central Missouri.

Activities include

CAVE

Thanksgiving,
November 26-30, (Nov. 13),
PhilDiBlasi,5021852-6724 or
pjdibI01@HOMER.LOUISVILLE.EDU
or Jan Marie
Hemberger,502/637-2030

biologic inventory, mapping, and' photography.

New Year, December

For more information contact:

Martin Luther King, January 16-19 (Jan. 2), Tom
Brucker,615/331-3568 (home)or 615/331-9250 (work)

Mick sutton, 573/546-2864or through e-mail at
sue&mick@mail.tigernet.gen.mo.us
Doug Baker,314/878-8831or DSM4now@aol.com
Scoff House, 314/282-3246or rshcrf@aol.com

President's
Day, February 13-16 (Feb. 6), Dick
Maxey,maxey.3@osu.edu, and Cheryl Early, 614/261-0876

For information on trips in the Three Creeks State Forest or
Truman Lake areas of Central Misso'uri, contact: Matt Beeson,

816/668-4541
or BEESONCRF@JUNO.COM

31-January

5 (Dec.17)

Don't Mess With Mammoth, March 13-16 (Feb.
27),
Joyce
Hoffmaster,
513/890-3679
or
Jehoffmast@aol.com, and RickOlson, 502/749·2508
Easter, April
10-13 (March 27),
770/491-8587or pkambesis@aol.com

Pat Kambesis,

Memorial Day, May 22-25 (May 8), Rick Toomey,
217/698-8914 or toomey@museum.state.il.us

GUADALUPE

ESCARPMENT

Thanksgiving
Expedition
November
27-30, Barry
brloucks@swcp.com

AREA

at Carlsbad Caverns,
Loucks, 505/281-6329 or

The 1998 Expeditions will be President's Day, Memorial Day, Labor
Day, and Thanksgiving. Contact Barbe Barker {9721594-1183 or
cavers@gte.net)formorelnformation.

CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 443
Yellow Springs, OH 45387

Ralph Earlandson
802 S. Highland
Oak Park IL 60304

ADDRESS

CORRECTION REQUESTED

Independence
Day, June 30-July
8 (June 16),
Dave West, 301/460-4299 or David.West@worldnet.aff.com
and KarenWillmes, 410/366-5038or kwillmes@aol.com
Please notify the Expedition Leader or the Operations Manager
Mike Yocum (5021227-7254, myocurn@mis.net), no later than
weeks in advance of the first day of the expedition. First and last
dates are arrival and departure dates. Date in ( ) is last date for

two

expedition sign-up.

Non-Profit
Organization
U.S. Postage Paid
Permit 160
Yellow Springs, 01-1
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Crystal Cave
Historic Area
Restoration Project
by Dick Maxey, Project Supervisor

t
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The Cryslal Cave Historic Area Resloration Project is
complete, pending linal approval of Ihe park. II has been a
long-Ierm project, rouqhly one year, and included Ihe
combined efforts of approximately 50 people (Iisled below).
For me Ihe asbestos removal phase was the most involved,
havinqto use proper methods of removal and disposal.
Items conlaining asbestos included siding and floor tile, of
which Richard Zopf correctly remembered that there were two
layers in Ihe living room area! A special thanks to those
people who helpedwith this phase of demolition.
The first several salvage operalions went weil, but then had
to be put on hold while the asbestos-containing materialwas
removed from Ihe sile. The back bunk house was the flrst
b~ildlng 10 be smitten to the qround, and was carted off in
large dumpsters which were filled by hand and a front-end
loader. The concrele and slone porch floors were broken
apart wilh sledge hammering - fortunalely, on a fairly cool
day.

I
\
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Serious thought was given as to whal to do with the spelee
hut. My thought, along with others, was to just demolish it.
But much 10 my surprise and de!ighl, Joyce Hoffmaster and
Rick Olson said Ihat they wanted to save it intact, and
transport illo Hamilton Valley. My comments were, "Great!
But you two will have to pull it off, and some of us will help
move it." In the end, it had to be dismantled Into four walls,
two roof sections, and the floor. The roof over the dining
area wilt need to be rebuill, as il was fairly well shot. We
moved it on Royce Cooper's hay wagon with my ever-abused
4 x 4 Iruck. The move wenl extremely well due to a lot of
smart people involved Incluwng Joyce Hoffmaster, Rick
Olson, Dave Hanson, Daniel Greger, Roger McClure, and
Richard Zopf, with support from Sheila Sands, Cheryl Early,
and myself. We still need to recontruct it on its new site next
to the tenant house at HamiltonValley.
The Auslin House demolition/dismantling continued to take
place, and numerous dumpslers were filled with a 101 of
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material which was moved to the lower barn at Hamilton
Valley. Initially, Dave Weller took severalloads 10 Ihe future.
buildingsite of a field house at RappelCave on his land. The
removal of Ihe roof and Irusses went well, as did Ihe walls again, with some smart cookies figuring out how to do it
safey (I give Dave Hanson most of the credit for this). We
, pulled Ihe walls down with my Iruck using Mark Ferguson's
chains and Joyce Hoffmaster's rope. The bathroom walls,
came down wilh a combination of sledge hammering by
Daniel Gregerand myself, and 'pullingby my truck (again).
The large patio floor, the porch in back, and the smaller
porch in front were demolished 'mostly by Daniel Greger's
jackhammering. I did a little, thinking, erroneously, that it
would helpthe osteo-arthritis in my hand. Sheila Sands also
tried il but rapidly tired of the fun, and gave it back 10 Daniel.
Daniel encountered a medium-size rattlesnake bolh days
while jackhammering, which was not happy losing ils home
under the slab,
Although it is sad to see these buildings vanish from Flint
Ridge, I am glad that we (CFR) were the ones 10 remove
them. The three siles will rapidly be reclaimed by the land,
and it will be a wonderful, quiel walk to take in a year or so.
This project also signifies closure for me and, I hope, for the
resl of CRF. We need to close Ihis chapler in our history,
and begin anew al Hamilton valle~ Thanks to all of you who
could help on this project, and I encourageeveryone In CRF
to contribute to the Hamilton Valley building fund so that we
can COntinueto be a major, positive impact in the Mammoth
Cave region.

Special thanks 10: Mike Yocum, RichardZopf, Cheryl Early,
Sheila Sands,Todd Cramer, Doug Alderman,Paul Cannaley,
Dick Maxey, Joyce Hoffmaster, Daniel Greger, Dave
Hanson, Roger McClure, John Feil, Phil DIBlasi, Jan
Hemberger, Jack Freeman, Jeff Bradybaugh, Rick Olson,
Tom Brucker, Dave West, Don Bittle, Karen Willmes, Les
Carney, Matt Mezydlo, Shari Mezydlo, Kay Bittle, Dave
Weller, Willie Hunt, Fred Douglas, Neil Hammond, Terri
Hammond, Sue Eckland, Dave Eckland, Bob Parish, Judy
Parrish, Rick Toomey, Dick Market, Jim Greer, Harry
Grover, Toby Dogwiler, Bob Salika, Janice Tucker, Doug
Alderman,Jr., John Fry, Mark Ferguson,Patty Dawes, Thorn
Engel, Joe Levinson, Bob Ward, Tabitha Olson and
husband, Elizabelh Winkler, Ken Redeker, Peter Yocum,
Monica Cannaley, Cameron Cannaley,Ruda Houdei. I hope
that no one is left oul of this listing - if so, please inform me
and I will write another short article to give you credit for
helping.
continued on page 9

